
Thank you to all the parents who were able to attend the Titanic 

Toast Tastic Café. What a success it was!  

Our next big question is 

“What was it like when the Queen came to the throne in 1953?”  
This topic will allow the children to take a closer look at the Queen and what she does. 

Children will explore what life was like in 1953 and how it is different now – so if you 

have friends or family members that could offer any insight then please get your  

children to speak with them and share what they learn when they visit the Year 2 blog. 

Dates to remember 

 Tuesday 12th July—Year 2 trip to Llandudno 

 Saturday 16th July—Summer Fair 

 Tuesday 28th July—Sports Day 

How can you help at home?  

 Read for a short time each day and discuss the book 

 Learn to read and spell key words and common exception words 

 Practise number bonds and times tables (2s, 5s and 10s)  

 Develop neat and correctly formed handwriting and handwriting joins  

 Visit your local library to do some research about the Queen 
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Maths  

We will be revising work covered on:  

 Fractions 

 Measure (money, time, scales) 

 Number and shape patterns 

 Addition and subtraction  

 Multiplication and division  

 Length, position and direction  

Please bring:  

Sunscreen, a hat and shades 

We have been promised lots of  

sunshine this term! Please make sure 

your child comes to school with  

adequate protection so they can  

safely enjoy the 

lovely weather. 

 

P.E Kit  

A reminder that P.E kits should be 

left in school and clearly labelled with 

your 

child’s 

name.  

Literacy  

We will be focussing on bringing our 

writing skills together using texts based 

around the theme of the Queen. 

Children will be using writing checklists 

to ensure they include the variety of  

writing features expected at Year 2. 

Reading books  

It is important that all children bring 

their book bag to school every day 

so that they can read with an adult and 

have their book changed. We aim to 

change your child’s book every week. 

Please listen to your child read regularly 

and talk about the book with them and 

ask questions to promote a deeper  

understanding.  

Home Learning  

Well done to all the children  

completing their homework every 

week!  

This term we will set a homework  

project about our Monarchy. Children 

will be required to work on their  

project all term and bring their final 

piece to share at the end of the summer 

term. 

 


